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Abstract Aircraft wake vortex evolution in ground

proximity is investigated experimentally in a water towing

tank, as well as numerically with wall-resolved large eddy

simulation (LES). With these complementary instruments

the enhancement of wake vortex decay by obstacles,

introduced at the ground surface, is analyzed. The experi-

mental methods include time-resolved stereo particle

image velocimetry and vortex core visualization. For

comparison with the experiment, the LES considers the

turbulent wake of the strut, holding the towed aircraft

model. Wake vortex trajectories and circulation decay are

compared at different distances from the obstacle. Tracers

are employed to visualize the obstacle’s effects on the

vortex core, in LES and experiment. The experimentally

obtained trajectories and decay characteristics are repro-

duced qualitatively by simulations, whereas the agreement

is degraded at later times. Beyond that, the vortex

dynamics, deduced from the LES results, help to under-

stand the experimental observations. The obstacles trigger

helical secondary vortex structures, propagating along the

primary vortices. The observed propagation speed of the

helical disturbance is fairly well predicted by the suggested

simple model. It is shown that the obstacles significantly

modify the vortex interaction with the ground and sub-

stantially accelerate vortex decay. Two neighboring

obstacles lead to colliding disturbances that further

enhance vortex decay rates.

Keywords Wake vortex flow � Ground effect �
Decay enhancement � Large eddy simulation �
Towing tank � Particle image velocimetry � Obstacles

List of symbols

Symbols

C Circulation, m2/s

C0 Initial vortex circulation, m2/s

m Molecular viscosity, m2/s

mt Turbulent viscosity, m2/s

x Vorticity, 1/s

xx, xy, xz Vorticity components, 1/s

q Density, kg/m3

r Standard deviation

a Radius of secondary vortex structure, m

A, B Parameters for strut wake turbulence model

b0 Initial vortex separation, m

C Chord length, mm

CD Drag coefficient, 1/m

d Chord thickness, mm

Estrut Turbulent kinetic energy of strut wake, Nm

EC Turbulent kinetic energy of the vortex, Nm

h0 Initial vortex height, m

Lx, Ly, Lz Dimensions, m

lstrut Length of the strut, m

Nx, Ny, Nz Grid points

p Pressure, N/m2

R Curvature radius, m

ReC Vortex Reynolds number

Rec Chord Reynolds number based on towing

speed
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rc Vortex core radius, m

t Time, s

t0 Time unit, s

U0 Towing speed, m/s

ui, u, v, w Velocity components, m/s

Uhel Propagation speed of helix front, m/s

V0 Initial vortex descent speed, m/s

xi, x, y, z Coordinates, m

Dx Distance to obstacle, m

Subscripts

0 Reference state

max Maximum value

rms Root mean square

hel Helix

L LES

ring Ring

W WSG

Superscripts
0 Deviation from reference state

* Normalized with respect to vortex flow

? Normalized by chord length

Abbreviations

DLR German Aerospace Center

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization

LES Large-eddy simulation

PIV Particle image velocimetry

SVS Secondary vortex structure

WSG Wasser Schleppkanal Göttingen

WVAS Wake vortex advisory system

1 Introduction

As a consequence of lift generation by aircraft wings of

limited span, vortex sheets shed off the wings, roll up, and

form a pair of counter-rotating vortices. The evolving two-

vortex system persists for a long period of time, possessing

a high amount of kinetic energy, and thereby, posing a

potential hazard to following aircraft. To avoid wake vor-

tex encounters, regulatory separation distances between

aircraft weight classes have to be met, which limit the

possible handling capacity of an airport. Therefore, the

investigation of wake vortex decay is an important issue for

commercial aviation [1–3].

The probability to encounter wake vortices increases

during the final approach of an aircraft, in the vicinity of

the ground. The rebounding vortices may not leave the

flight corridor vertically. Due to low height of the aircraft

above the ground, the pilot’s capabilities to counteract the

imposed rolling moment are restricted [4, 5]. This is why

the evolution of wake vortices close to the ground has

received much attention during the past decade [5–7].

The evolution of a wake vortex system in ground

proximity results in a complex three-dimensional flow.

Researches show that wake vortex trajectories and decay

depend on a variety of parameters. When counter-rotating

vortices approach the ground, or are generated at low

altitudes, the proximity of a flat surface causes a diver-

gence of the vortices. Induced by the vortices, an outboard

directed flow establishes at the ground surface. Vorticity of

opposite sign is produced in a boundary layer [8]. The

induced flow near the surface experiences an adverse

pressure gradient when passing the vortex cores, which is

strong enough to cause flow separation, leading to the

formation of a separation bubble at the ground. Flow

simulations show how pairs of secondary vortices, pro-

duced from the separation region, detach and interact with

the primary vortices [9–11]. The interaction of the primary

and secondary vortices is intensified by environmental

turbulence [12]. There have been numerous attempts to

accelerate the wake vortex decay by measures at the air-

craft. In projects, founded by the European Commission,

such as C-Wake, FAR-Wake, and AWIATOR, methods

have been presented that modify the wing loading to trigger

inherent vortex instabilities [13, 14]. Passive and active

devices [15] can be distinguished. However, to the authors’

knowledge no work has been done for wake vortex decay

acceleration in particular in ground proximity.

In this paper we present a different concept to manip-

ulate vortex decay, based on fundamental properties of

vortex dynamics, from two different points of view. With

towing tank experiments and large eddy simulations (LES)

we investigate the effect of dedicated obstacles placed at

the ground, to gain complementary insights into the com-

plex three-dimensional flow fields. Both methods agree

qualitatively and reveal that the vortex decay is initiated

locally and accelerated globally. To put it simple, the

obstacle causes the flow to redirect the force that causes the

wake vortices above the obstacle to rebound into acceler-

ated turbulent vortex decay. We further determine quanti-

tatively how much wake vortex decay can be accelerated

and compare the results from experiments with LES. In

experiments as well as in LES we see that the obstacles

trigger disturbances traveling along the primary vortices.

We investigate those disturbances for one obstacle as well

as their interaction in the case of several obstacles. A

thorough analysis of the vortex dynamics can be found in

Ref. [12].

The interaction of a counter-rotating two-vortex system

with a flat surface, using wall-resolved numerical simula-

tions, has been investigated so far with different approa-

ches. Either wall-resolved direct numerical simulations

(DNS) [16] or LES have been employed [17]. The reso-

lution requirements for the boundary layer flow limit the

Reynolds number not only in DNS but also in LES. So far,
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vortex circulation-based Reynolds numbers around 20,000

have been realized. Similar as in Ref. [17] we conduct

wall-resolved LES at a Reynolds number of ReC ¼ 23; 130:

The effect of further increased Reynolds numbers is dis-

cussed in Ref. [12]. Towing tank experiments are widely

used for the investigation of spatially evolving wakes.

Turbulent vortex decay is investigated in [18]. The ground

effect has been studied in [19, 20]. The experiments are

performed in a water tank towing employing a small gen-

eric wing model to produce a two-vortex system. Ground

plates from transparent PMMA (acrylic glass) introduce

flat ground or ground with obstacles. Particle image ve-

locimetry (PIV) recordings measure the velocity vector

fields of the wake vortices in certain planes, perpendicular

to the towing direction. Black ink is released from the wing

tips to visualize the vortex cores.

From the experiments as well as LES we conclude that

ground irregularities like obstacles introduce disturbances

that are able to destabilize the vortices and to promote their

decay. This new method requires relatively small technical

effort to be tested and to be introduced at airports, as it is

ground based and passive. The effect of a plate line, a

further optimization of the obstacles, can be found in Ref.

[12]. The corresponding wake vortex decay features may

increase safety and potential capacity gains of wake vortex

advisory systems (WVAS). The combination of LES and

towing tank experiments provides an assessment of the

numerical methods. However, this approach is particularly

limited by the Reynolds number. The applicability of the

described effects in reality has to be investigated with field

experiments.

In Sects. 2 and 3 we describe our experimental and

numerical setup. In Sect. 4 we present the flow field evo-

lution, in Sect. 5 the analysis of vortex core trajectories and

decay. In Sect. 6 we investigate the propagation of end

effects, whereas the effects of several obstacles, leading to

an interaction of end effects, is studied in Sect. 7. In Sect. 8

we draw the conclusion that the described method effec-

tively accelerates wake vortex decay.

2 Experimental setup

2.1 Water towing tank and aircraft model

The experiments have been conducted in the DLR water

towing tank in Göttingen, termed Wasser Schleppkanal

Göttingen (WSG). This facility consists of an 18 m long

tank with a cross section of 1:1 m� 1:1 m; equipped with a

carriage, capable of crossing the tank at a maximum speed

of 5 m/s. Models under investigation can be attached to this

carriage and are propelled along the tank at defined

velocities, while the water inside the tank is at rest.

Compared to a recirculating water tunnel, this approach

permits measurements far behind the aircraft model, i.e.

old vortex ages. In order to achieve low turbulence levels,

the water in the tank was left to rest for at least 20 min

prior to each run.

To minimize the influence of the towing tank side walls,

a minimum distance of one model span between walls and

vortices is required. To ensure this limit, a small version of

the DLR F13 aircraft model was build, see Fig. 1b. This

model has a rectangular wing with a span of 175 mm and a

chord length of 35 mm. The profile is a Wortman FX63-

137B-PT. Embedded in the wing tips are outlets for con-

trast agents to trace the vortex cores. The model is sup-

ported by a profiled strut, attached to the carriage via a

translation stage. By this means, the vertical position of the

model can be adjusted. For the present experiments, the

angle-of-attack is set to 10� and the tail wing is replaced by

a cone tail. The initial measured vortex separation is

b0 = 153 mm, the model is towed with 2:44 m=s through

the tank, which leads to an initial measured circulation of

C0 ¼ 0:052 m2=s; an initial measured descent speed of

V0 ¼ 49 mm=s; and a resulting reference time t0 ¼
b0=V0 ¼ 3:1 s: The corresponding Reynolds number is

ReC ¼ C0=m ¼ 52; 000; with m ¼ mwater ¼ 10�6 m2=s:

These values are used for normalization in the experi-

mental setup. Flat ground, one bar-shaped obstacle as well

as two obstacles with a separation of Dx=b0 ¼ 7:2 have

been investigated.

2.2 Stereo PIV

The velocity vector fields (u, v, w) of the wake vortices are

measured in a certain plane, by means of a time-resolved

stereo particle image velocimetry (PIV) system. Polyamide

particles of 20 lm average diameter and 1:03 g=cm3 den-

sity are suspended into the water as tracer particles. They

are illuminated by a Lee LDP 200-MQG laser at 1 kHz

repetition rate with a pulse energy of 25 mJ. The laser

beam is expanded and refocused by a telescope, and finally

spread out to a light sheet by a cylindrical lens. This light

sheet is brought into the towing tank from the side with a

final orientation perpendicular to the towing direction. Two

Photron APX-RS high-speed cameras record the light,

scattered by the polyamide particles from both sides of the

light sheet. To reduce aberrations, glass prisms, filled with

water, are attached to the sides of the tank with their air–

glass interfaces perpendicular to the respective camera line

of vision. Scheimpflug correction is applied to ensure

image sharpness for the complete field of view.

The imaging system is calibrated by taking photos of a

calibration grid, printed on a glass plate in the water at the

light sheet position. Laser and cameras are controlled by a
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programmable sequencer, triggered by a magnetic switch

from the model carriage.

Wake vortices feature a decreasing dynamic range of

velocities. Thus, the delay used for PIV recordings has to

be adapted accordingly. In the current application, PIV

images are recorded at times of 0, 2, 5, 10, and 20 ms. This

sequence is repeated every 50 ms. Using this scheme, the

PIV delay can be selected and adapted to the actually

occurring velocity range after the recording, while main-

taining a sufficient time resolution of 20 vector fields per

second, as well as a long total observation time (limited by

camera RAM). The acquired images are evaluated using a

well-established multi-grid cross-correlation analysis with

image deformation. Disparity correction with the final light

sheet is applied to compensate for the refraction, caused by

the glass calibration grid carrier. Depending on the time

separation of recorded images, i.e. dt = 2–20 ms, the

uncertainty of the velocity is estimated at 2–20 mm/s that

corresponds to about 1–2 % of the maximal velocity in the

flow field.

2.3 Vortex core visualization

Since PIV provides only local planar information on the

wake vortices, vortex core visualization has also been

applied. Driven by gravity, black ink from a vessel, 0.5 m

above the water surface, is fed into the tube system of the

model and finally released into the vortex cores through

Fig. 1 a Schematic of the strut.

b Aircraft model. c Strut wake

turbulence, vorticity (color

coded), and velocity vectors

(small dashes) measured at high

altitudes above ground by PIV
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outlets at the wing tips. Since in this setup the view from

below the tank is spoiled by constructions supporting the

transparent ground plate and the obstacles, as well as by

bubbles below the ground plate, the ink traces are recorded

with background illumination from above the tank by a

consumer-grade HD video camcorder. Since calibration

and quantitative evaluation here are hindered by the surface

waves of the water, only qualitative results can be obtained

in this configuration.

2.4 Strut wake turbulence

For an appropriate modeling of the experiments with LES,

it is not sufficient just to model the rolled-up vortices, as

with the relatively low Reynolds number, that we employ

in the simulations, the vortex ground interaction would

remain laminar for a long time. As an important source of

turbulence generated by the towed aircraft model, which is

identified by the experimenters, we focus on the wake of

the profiled strut, see Fig. 1c. Other sources of turbulence

like strut–body junction vortices as well as the turbulence

generated during the vortex roll-up are not taken into

account. This way we do not account for the turbulent

vortex roll up process observed in field measurements, but

include a reasonable source of turbulence observed in the

experiments. Figure 1a depicts the geometry and dimen-

sions of the symmetric profile. The airfoil (strut) chord

length C is 50 mm, maximal thickness of the airfoil d is

10.5 mm. The chord Reynolds number, based on the tow-

ing speed, is Rec ¼ 1:22� 105: The vertical turbulence

structures behind the strut are transported downwards and

stretched in the primary vortex field, see Fig. 1c. The tur-

bulence structures behind a symmetric airfoil at compara-

ble Reynolds numbers are carefully studied in Refs. [21,

22].

From the results in Ref. [21] we deduce the turbu-

lence characteristics in the wake. From the measured

turbulence profiles presented in Ref. [21] we postulate

diffusion type similarity profiles for the fluctuation

velocity urms:

urmsðy; tÞ ¼
Bmt
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4pmtt
p � exp � 1

2

y
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2mtt
p
� �2

 !

; ð1Þ

with mt representing a turbulent viscosity. If we normalize

urms by the towing speed U0, and axial and lateral

coordinates by the chord length C; xþ ¼ x=C; yþ ¼ y=C

and assume x� t � U0 we get

urms

U0

¼ A � B
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

rþðxþÞ
� exp � 1

2

yþ

rþðxþÞ

� �2
 !

; ð2Þ

where

rþðxþÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2Axþ
p

; A ¼ mt

U0C
: ð3Þ

We fit the data presented in [21] and get B = 4.1 and

A = 0.001. For simplicity we scale

vrms=U0 ¼ wrms=U0 ¼ urms=U0 ð4Þ

which holds in the far wake. Figure 2 depicts the resulting

similarity profiles.

3 Numerical setup

3.1 Numerical method

The LES is performed using the incompressible Navier–

Stokes code MGLET, developed at Technische Universität

München [23], for solving the Navier–Stokes equations

and the continuity equation

oui

ot
þ oðuiujÞ

oxj

¼ � 1

q
op0

oxi

þ o

oxj

ðmþ mtÞ2Sij

� �

ð5Þ

ouj

oxj

¼ 0: ð6Þ

Here ui represents the velocity components in three spatial

directions (i = 1, 2, or 3), Sij = (qui/qxj ? quj/qxi)/2

denotes the strain rate tensor, and p0 = p - p0 equals the

deviation from the reference state p0. Molecular viscosity m is

set to 2:29� 10�2 m2=s and eddy viscosity mt is obtained by

a Lagrangian dynamic subgrid-scale model [24]. A standard

Smagorinsky model overestimates the eddy viscosity in the

centrifugally stable vortex core, so different correction

procedures are employed in literature [25, 26]. The

Lagrangian dynamic subgrid scale model overcomes that

problem, as the model coefficients are calculated locally and

averaged along path-lines. For density q = 1.2 kg/m3 is
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Fig. 2 Streamwise turbulence intensity distributions for different

distances from the strut
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employed. Equations (5) and (6) are solved by a finite-

volume approach with a fourth-order finite-volume compact

scheme [27]. The simulations are performed in parallel using

a domain decomposition approach.

3.2 Initial vortex pair

The fully rolled-up wake vortices are initialized by a pair

of counter rotating Lamb–Oseen vortices with a circulation

of C0 ¼ 530 m2=s; a vortex core radius of rc = 3.0 m and a

vortex separation b0 = 47.1 m, which are representative

values for a heavy aircraft. The Reynolds number is set to

ReC ¼ C0=m ¼ 23; 130: The velocity scale is based on the

inviscid initial descent speed of the vortex pair V0 ¼
C0=2pb0 ¼ 1:79 m=s: This defines the non-dimensional

time t� ¼ t � V0=b0 with t0 ¼ b0=V0 ¼ 26:3 s and vorticity

x� ¼ xt0: Lengths are non-dimensionalized by b0 and

velocities by V0; if marked with an asterisk. For prescribing

the initial vortex velocity field, six periodically arranged

image vortex pairs in spanwise direction and two mirror

vortices in the direction perpendicular to the ground are

taken into account, see Fig. 3. This way a smooth transition

at periodic boundaries of the initial field is achieved, and

vertical velocity components at the top and bottom of the

domain are nearly zero, eliminating disturbances at the

boundaries after initialization. Note that we face a signifi-

cant difference to the experiments, where vortices are

generated by a wing model towed through a water tank.

The vortices still need to roll up when they are generated at a

height of b0=2: However, unlike for high-lift wing configu-

rations, vortex sheets shed off uniformly. In clean configu-

ration the roll-up is finalized very fast [28]. Thus we assume

that after the roll-up process LES and experiments coincide

approximately. Directly above the obstacles the roll-up

effect may lead to differences to the LES results, though.

3.3 Computational domain

In our simulations we use a computational domain size

with dimensions Lx ¼ 384 m; Ly ¼ 288 m; Lz ¼ 96 m; see

Fig. 4. This corresponds to approximately 8b0 � 6b0 �
2b0: The initial height of the vortex pair is set to h0 = b0/2.

We impose periodic boundary conditions in the x and

y directions. A no-slip condition is set at the ground at

z = 0 and a slip condition at the top at z = zmax. The

number of grid points are Nx ¼ 512;Ny ¼ 384;Nz ¼ 192;

leading to a total of 37.7 million grid points. We employ a

horizontally equidistant mesh. In vertical direction the

mesh is stretched geometrically up to a height of b0 and

then continued equidistantly. The interaction of wake

vortices with obstacles develops in all three spatial direc-

tions. The axially propagating disturbance requires a large

extent of the x dimension to exclude boundary effects. The

simulations cover the range that was used for the investi-

gation of two obstacles in the experiments. The employed

mesh spacing equals three-quarters of the spacing used in

[28]. This mesh resolution guarantees that 8 intervals

resolve the vortex core and keep it tight in time [12].

Secondary vortices generated at the ground are just verti-

cally well resolved due to mesh stretching. The horizontal

resolution of 0.75 m is the same as used in [17].

3.4 Obstacles

Obstacles at the ground surface are introduced to trigger

the formation of secondary vortex structures (SVS) and to

achieve premature vortex decay. We impose obstacles at

the ground surface in the center of the domain, perpen-

dicular to flight direction, with a square-shaped cross sec-

tion of 9 m� 9 m� 0:2b0 � 0:2b0; see Fig. 4. For reasons

of numerical stability we cannot set the velocity inside the

obstacle to zero. Instead, the obstacles are modeled by

adding a drag force source term FD;i ¼ CDjujui to the

Navier–Stokes equations with a large drag coefficient

CD ¼ 10=m:

3.5 Wake turbulence of the strut

We simulate the wake of the strut for the case of a flat

ground. For this purpose we generate an isotropic turbu-

lence field, based on the stochastic noise generation

approach using the von Karman and Pao spectrum [29] in a

Fig. 3 Schematic of the wake vortex initialization employing mirror

and image vortices

Fig. 4 Schematic of the computational domain with the initial vortex

position and an obstacle
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separate simulation. The energy spectrum is initialized

using the results from [22]. The LES of decaying turbu-

lence is performed in a ð2b0Þ3 domain, until the eddy

dissipation rate reaches its maximum value in time. At that

time, the energy density spectrum, depicted in Fig. 5, has

formed a �5=3 slope. We weight the initial isotropic tur-

bulence field using the similarity profiles given in Eq. (2).

The maximum value of urms is scaled from the experiment

to LES, assuming that the ratio of the turbulent kinetic

energy in the strut wake and in the two wake vortices is

constant.

Estrut

EC
¼ const: ð7Þ

For the kinetic energy per distance of Lamb–Oseen

vortices, in the case that rc/b0 \ 0.2, we employ [30]:

EC

dx
¼ qC2

2p
flogðb0=rcÞ þ 0:0562g: ð8Þ

Computing the turbulent kinetic energy per distance in the

strut wake, we get with Eq. (2)

Estrut

dx
¼
Z

lstrut

0

Z

1

�1

3

2
qu2

rmsdydz ¼ lstrutq
3

2
u2

rms;max

Z

1

�1

eð�
1
2
ðyrÞ

2Þdy

¼ 3

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

lstrutrqu2
rms;max:

ð9Þ

The strut length is scaled with the vortex separation b0.

From (7)–(9) we get a relation for the turbulence levels

rLqLb0;Lu2
rms;max;L

rWqWb0;Wu2
rms;max;W

¼ qLC2
Lflogðb0;L=rc;LÞ þ 0:0562g

qWC2
Wflogðb0;W=rc;WÞ þ 0:0562g

;

ð10Þ

in the LES (index L) and WSG (index W).

For initializing turbulence we assume that the standard

deviations of the similarity profiles in Eq. (2) scale with b0.

rW

rL

¼ b0;W

b0;L

which yields

urms;max;L ¼ urms;max;W
CL=b0;L

CW=b0;W

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

logðb0;L=rc;LÞ þ 0:0562

logðb0;W=rc;WÞ þ 0:0562

s

ð11Þ

Hence, the maximal urms values scale approximately

according to the vortex descent velocities times a

coefficient depending on the vortex characteristics. The

above calculated urms values and the initial parameters

listed in Table 1 yield urms, max, L = urms, max, W*35.5. For

turbulence initialization in the LES we choose x? = 30,

corresponding to rW
?(30) = 0.245, rL = 0.38 m and

urms, max, L = 0.0163 m/s 9 35.5 = 0.58 m/s.

Finally, the turbulence field is mapped periodically to

the simulation domain according to Eq. (2).

4 Flow phenomenology

LES allows three-dimensional evaluation of arbitrary

quantities derived from the velocity and pressure fields. In

the experiments we have to stick to the quantities we can

derive from the imaging methods. On the other hand,

experiments reflect real fluid dynamics, so LES and towing

tank experiments are complementary for analyzing flow

phenomena. In order to ensure comparability of the two

methods, we use a similar Reynolds number.

4.1 Simulation

When the vortex pair descends it induces a vorticity layer at

the ground, see Fig. 9 (left) [8]. The vorticity at the ground
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Fig. 5 Energy density spectra established during separate simulation

Table 1 Initial parameters in the experimental and numerical set-up

ReC C0 ðm2=sÞ b0 (m) V0 (m/s) q (kg/m3) rc,0 (m)

WSG 52000 0.052 0.153 0.049 1000 0.09

LES 23130 530 47.1 1.79 1.2 3

Fig. 6 Sketch of wake vortex flow
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has the opposite sign than the primary vortices, Fig. 6. The

magnitudes of the wake-vortex induced vorticity layers are

growing, leading eventually to separation and the generation

of counter-rotating vortices. Then, the secondary vortices

rebound and rotate around the primary vortices.

In contrast to the wake vortex decay mechanisms that

appear aloft, and which are driven by atmospheric turbu-

lence and thermal stratification [31, 32], the primary origin

of turbulence in the LES is the turbulent strut wake, as

modeled in Sect. 2.4, see Fig. 7. The turbulent structures

generated by the strut are stretched around the primary

vortices and quickly transported to the ground between the

vortex pair, disturbing the formation of the secondary

vortices. Hence, the secondary vortices are destabilized in

their development, generating irregularities. The counter-

rotating secondary vortices finally develop into relatively

strong turbulent structures initiating rapid vortex decay of

the primary vortices. Figure 8 shows how those secondary

vorticity structures (SVS) develop from the ground effect

vortices. A detailed analysis of the impact of ground tur-

bulence on the SVS can be found in Ref. [12].

The obstacle changes the flow field significantly. At the

top of the barrier secondary vorticity is generated rapidly

after vortex initialization, which subsequently detaches and

develops a distinct loop, see Fig. 9 (right). The loop is

stretched and winds around the primary vortex forming an

omega shape, approaching and immersing into the primary

vortex. The process follows the vortex stretching and tilting

mechanisms detailed in Ref. [31]. The geometrically

induced SVS travel along the primary vortices, driven by

self-induced velocity induction, see Fig. 14,

until they collide at the boundary of the periodic

domain. Comparing the evolution of the wake vortex pairs

over flat terrain (Fig. 9, left) and over terrain with the

obstacle (right), it is obvious that the obstacle triggers

significantly more rapid and vigorous decay.

4.2 Experiment

Experiments have been conducted with flat ground as well

as with obstacles. For comparison with the experimental

vortex core visualizations in the LES we initialize a passive

tracer concentrated in the core. In the case of a square

obstacle (cross section 0.2b0 9 0.2b0 as in the LES) ori-

ented perpendicular to the towing direction, see Fig. 10

(left), we see disturbances emerging and traveling upstream

and downstream from the point where the vortex first hits

the obstacle. So the ink is transported in axial directions to

both sides. LES show similar behavior, see Fig. 10 (right)

and reveal that these disturbances are correlated with the

forefront of the wound up secondary vortices. Although in

the experiments we cannot see the secondary vortices

directly we get an impression of how they act on the pri-

mary vortices. Later we will analyze the speed of these

disturbances in more detail. Note the bursting of the vortex

core during the passage of the disturbance associated with

an agglomeration of the tracer marked fluid at the head of

the disturbance in both experiment and simulation.

PIV recordings are taken in vertical planes at different

distances from the obstacle, Dx� ¼ 0;Dx� ¼ 1:05; and

Dx� ¼ 3:6 and at a single position in case of flat ground.

From the gained time-resolved 3-component velocity vector

fields we evaluate properties like vorticity and vortex cir-

culation, as well as vortex core traces. In Fig. 11 we see how

Fig. 7 Stretching and tilting of wake turbulence between the primary vortices. Center slice colored by vorticity magnitude ||x*||

Fig. 8 Iso-surfaces of ||w*|| = 79 colored by vorticity strength xy
* in

spanwise direction at t* = 0.91. Cutout from the original domain.

Roll-up of secondary vortex structures generated by strut turbulence
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a vorticity layer with opposite sign is generated at the ground.

We observe that the vortex does not rebound significantly in

the region of the obstacle but stays close to it. Already at

t* = 1.6 the vortex is much more disturbed above the

obstacle than above flat ground. Comparing vorticity distri-

butions and velocity vectors in Fig. 11c and d indicates that at

Fig. 9 Wake vortex evolution without (left) and with square-shaped obstacle at the ground (right). Iso-surfaces of ||w*|| = 79 colored by

vorticity strength xy
* in spanwise direction. Cutout from the original domain

Fig. 10 Obstacle effects.

Vortex cores visualization in

towing tank (a) and (c), LES

with passive tracer (b) and (d).

White bars show the obstacle

position. Arrows pointing at

disturbance caused by obstacle
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t* = 1.6 the vortex at the obstacle has already substantially

lost its strength. However, this visual survey cannot replace

quantitative evaluation and comparison of trajectories and

vortex decay, performed in the next section.

5 Trajectories and decay

Knowledge and prediction of the position and the strength of

the wake vortices is important for wake vortex advisory

systems [33]. The primary vortex centers are tracked

detecting local pressure minima and extreme values of vor-

ticity in LES, and local centroids of vorticity distributions in

the PIV measurements [34]. Experimental data, depicted in

the plots in this paragraph, represent quantities in the

observation plane averaged over 3–5 runs. For LES we have

to keep in mind that we use periodic boundary conditions. So,

interpreting the simulations correctly, we do not calculate the

influence of one obstacle, but periodically arranged obstacles

with a separation equal to the domain length. However, until

Fig. 11 Vorticity (color coded), velocity vectors (small dashes) and vortex tracks (black lines) measured by PIV above flat ground (left) and

above the obstacle (right)
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the disturbance reaches the domain boundary in flight

direction, which occurs roughly at t* = 1, we can neglect the

influence of other obstacles enabling a comparison with

experiments. At approximately t* = 0.9 the disturbances

start to collide at the periodic boundaries, leading to vortex

bursting after t* = 1.0, see Sect. 7. Therefore, we may not

expect exactly the same behavior in the experiments with one

obstacle and the LES after t* = 1.0.

Figure 12 shows the impact of an obstacle on wake

vortex rebound height. For different distances to the

obstacle, as well as flat ground, rebound heights are plotted

against time. Error bars depict the uncertainties in the

experimental results.1 Initialized at b0/2, the primary vor-

tices descend in the experiments above flat ground to a

height of about 0.4b0 at t* = 0.4, Fig. 12 left. They

rebound and rise with an approximately constant rate of

0.1b0 per t0 from t* = 1 to t* = 4. Directly above the

obstacle the vortex descent is stronger pronounced, and the

rebound height is very much reduced to be \0.6b0 during

the entire measurement time. Apart from the obstacle the

rebound height coincides with the flat ground case until

t* = 1 and develops differently thereafter. The maximal

rebound height increases with the distance to the obstacle.

We even observe that at a distance of 3.6b0 the rebound

height exceeds the height above flat ground. Though the

difference is small, it is statistically valid, see Fig. 12a. In

the LES the interaction of a vortex with flat ground is very

similar during the complete computation time. Only

between t* = 0.7 and t* = 1.5 the LES show slightly

higher rebound altitudes, continuing with nearly the same

ascent rate as in the experiments. With an obstacle the

rebound characteristics are similar as in the experiments

until t* = 1. The trajectories are close in all considered

distances. The minimum vortex height of 0.4b0 is achieved

at around t* = 0.5 in distances Dx� ¼ 1:05 and Dx� ¼ 3:6:

Above the obstacle the vortices descend stronger to a

minimum height shortly before t* = 1. However, for

t* [ 1 we observe distinct differences. Observing still

similar rebound behavior in a distance Dx� ¼ 3:6 fluctu-

ating around the experimental results we have much higher

rebound altitudes closer to the obstacle at Dx� ¼ 0 and

Dx� ¼ 1:05: At Dx� ¼ 0 the vortices meander between

0.4b0 and 0.5b0 in the experiments, whereas they contin-

uously rebound in the LES to a height of almost 0.9b0 at

t* = 4. Note that the altitudes in the experiments above the

obstacle feature the largest scatter. So the deviations

between experiments and simulations above the obstacle

may partly be attributed to the large variability of the

already weakened vortices. At Dx� ¼ 1:05 the vortices stay

close to a constant level of 0.6b0 in the experiments, but

vary between 0.8 and 1b0 in the LES.

Of major interest is the vortex strength that potentially

may affect an aircraft. As a common measure of the vortex

strength we investigate the development of the circulation C:
Let CðrÞ ¼

H

u~ � ds~be the circulation along a circle in a x-

plane with radius r, centered in the primary vortex center. In

literature Cmax ¼ maxrfCðrÞg is considered as well as

C5�15 ¼ 1
10

R 15m

5m
CðrÞdr; as a common value for circulation

of sufficiently large aircraft [35]; however, they allow dif-

ferent interpretations. The averaged quantity C5�15 reflects

the mixing with the secondary vortices, with vorticity of

opposite sign. Cmax is of physical interest as it reveals the

actual maximal strength of a vortex. Both, in the experiments

as well as in the simulations, we present just Cmax:

Above the obstacle we observe a tremendous reduction

of circulation during the first t0, compared with the flat

ground case. The experiment shows a reduction to 30 %

and LES to about 40 %, see Fig. 13b, of the initial circu-

lation, whereas in case of a flat ground the circulation does

not change significantly during this early time period. We

observe that further away from the obstacle the circulation
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Fig. 12 Vortex trajectories derived from PIV with standard deviations (left) and derived from LES (right), at different distances from a

0.2b0 9 0.2b0 square obstacle and above flat ground

1 In a distance of Dx� ¼ 1:05 not enough data could be acquired after

t* = 3 to evaluate statistics.
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is also reduced faster and stronger. Note that at a time of

t* = 0.8 above the obstacle the steep decrease of circula-

tion stops abruptly and recovers to a slightly higher level.

We observe this behavior in experiments as well as in LES.

Particularly in the LES we also observe a recovery of

circulation in slices apart from the obstacle. Qualitatively,

experiments and LES agree well, see Fig. 13b–d. In par-

ticular for times smaller than t* = 1.8 we observe also

good quantitative agreement. However, the circulation is

further reduced in experiments than in the LES for t* [ 3,

in the case of a flat ground, and t* [ 1.8 above the

obstacle. The higher circulation levels above the obstacle

might be an explanation for the higher rebound character-

istics, see Fig. 12. The reason for this behavior above the

obstacle is not clear and may potentially also be related to

an insufficient horizontal resolution of the secondary vor-

tices in the LES. Additionally we suppose that the idealized

conditions in the LES do not include all relevant sources of

turbulence that influence the decay. In Fig. 13d we observe

strong deviations of LES results from the experiments at

Dx� ¼ 3:6 after a time t* = 1.8. This can be explained by

vortex bursting due to boundary effects, that have to be

taken into account at this position, further reducing the

circulation, compare Sect. 7.

The presented results are derived for low Reynolds

number vortex flow. These low Reynolds number investi-

gations need to be assessed at realistically high Reynolds

numbers to determine how these results apply to aircraft

and potential reduction of ICAO separations. The limita-

tions of a high Re LES for boundary layer flow are

addressed in [12]. Also it is impossible to achieve realis-

tically high Re in towing tanks. Hence, flight experiments

are mandatory to prove the stated effects in reality. How-

ever, it is known from flight measurements [5] that wake

vortex trajectories, descent height, and rebound character-

istics in ground proximity compare well with low Re

simulations. Thus we believe that the strength of secondary

vortices is similar and the effects presented here scale well.

6 Propagation of end effects

The helically looped secondary vortices generated by the

obstacle, travel streamwise up and down along the primary
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vortex and interact intensely with it, see Fig. 9. The vortex

dynamics, detailed in Ref. [12], feature five characteristics.

1. Early detachment of strong omega-shaped secondary

vortices

Above the obstacle secondary vortices detach earlier and

are slightly stronger than the regular secondary vortices

generated on a free surface.

2. Omega-shaped secondary vortex approaches the pri-

mary vortex by self-induction

The X-shaped secondary vortex is stretched in the flow

field of the primary vortex and induces itself a velocity

towards the primary vortex core, leading to a fast approach,

see Fig. 14 (left). When approaching the primary vortex

core the tip of the X-shaped secondary vortex aligns with

the primary vortex. Since both vortices have vorticity of

opposite sign the total circulation is reduced by the amount

of the circulation of the secondary vortex. This effect is

evident from the steep drop of circulation over the obstacle

at Dx� ¼ 0 in Fig. 13a, b.

3. After the secondary vortex has looped around the

primary vortex it travels along the primary vortex again

driven by self-induction

The secondary vortex induces itself a radial velocity

towards the primary vortex and an axial velocity resulting

in a helical motion along the primary vortex, see Fig. 14

(right).

4. Since the secondary vortex over the obstacle is con-

nected to the vortices emerging from the flat boundary,

the self-induced motion is continuously supplied with

energy

5. Highly intense interaction of primary and secondary

vortices leads to rapid wake vortex decay.

The second and third characteristics are related to two

kinds of so-called end effects transporting fluid axially up

and down along the vortex [12]. First, the helix transports

fluid in axial directions of the primary vortex. This leads to

the accumulation of the tracer ink in the experiment visible

in the snapshots, Fig. 10 (left). The second effect stems

from a reduction of circulation at the obstacle, corre-

sponding to a pressure increase inside the vortex core

which propagates along the vortices [36]. Both effects are

different in propagation speed and impact on circulation

decay [12]. These effects can occasionally be observed at

the wings of landing aircraft when trailing vortices marked

by condensation droplets quickly disappear immediately

after touch down [37, 38]. This indicates that the described

physical mechanisms of vortex interaction could also

explain the end effect of a vanishing vortex when the air-

craft has landed [12]. The knowledge of the propagation

speed of the disturbance and the related circulation decay is

important for the optimal design of a WVAS where the

decay of wake vortices, close to the touch down zone, or a

suitable distance between adjacent obstacles, needs to be

predicted.

Here we will investigate the first end effect that triggers

the circulation decay more in detail, though the propagation

speed is slower. In [12] it is pointed out that the passage of the

helical disturbance correlates with a circulation reduction. In

the experiments we observe that the onset of rapid decay at

distances Dx� ¼ 1:05 and Dx� ¼ 3:6 does not agree with this

statement, Fig. 13a. We believe that this can at least partly be

explained by measurement uncertainties at early times. As

we observe in the simulation, Fig. 10 (right), tracer is

agglomerated at the head of the secondary vortex helix. In the

experiments, Fig. 10 (left), we observe an ink package

traveling up and down the vortex, which corresponds to the

head of the invisible vortex spiral.

We compare the propagation speed of the helix in

experiment and LES. In the experiments the disturbances

travel either in towing direction or against it, see Fig. 10.

From the video we estimate a speed of 0.5 or 0.4 m/s,

respectively, which corresponds to 0.45 m/s if we subtract

the speed coming from the wake. Hence we have a prop-

agation speed normalized by the wake vortex descent speed

of Uhel
* = 9.2.

Figure 15 shows the propagation speed of the helix

derived from the LES data. The red line depicts the speed

of the helix depending on the distance to the obstacle. In

the first phase the speed rises until it reaches an approxi-

mately constant level. Due to the interaction with the

simulation domain boundary the propagation finally

decelerates.

Fig. 14 Omega-shaped SVS

detaches from the obstacle in

LES and induces a velocity

towards the primary vortex

(left); rolled-up SVS induces

streamwise propagation velocity

(right)
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We investigate the scalability of the propagation speed.

Therefore, we approximate the spiral disturbance as a ring

which is a good approximation at least in the first stage of

its roll-up [12]. Vortex rings move with a self-induced

velocity that depends on ring radius R, core radius a, and

circulation C of the ring vortex. If we neglect viscosity, the

induced ring speed of a thin vortex ring Uring can be

computed with the following formula [39]:

Uring ¼
C

4pR
log

8R

a
� 0:25

� �

: ð12Þ

We evaluate the circulation C�hel and the helix radius

Rhel
* , see Table 2, of the secondary vortex helix at the helix

front for different time steps. The helix core radius ahel
* is

estimated from the visualizations, see Table 2. With these

quantities we compute the propagation speed according to

Eq. (12), see Fig. 15.

Apparently Eq. (12) underestimates the observed prop-

agation speed. In particular, in the later stage the propa-

gation speed of the conical and tapered-shaped helix

deviates from the propagation speed, which we would

expect from the vortex ring formula. On average the ratio

A = Uhel
* /Uring

* equals 1.43. We take it as a correction

factor for calculating U�hel ¼ A � U�ring; see Fig. 15.

The initial core radius of the primary vortex in the

experiment is 0.0085 m. Assuming that the circulation, ring

radius, and core radius of the secondary vortex scale with the

corresponding circulation and the core radius of the primary

vortex, Eq. (12) provides a propagation speed of 0.34 m/s

again underestimating the observed value of 0.45 m/s.

Hence, Eq. (12) supports scaling of the propagation speed

between experiments and LES to first order and enables to

estimate the propagation speed of the disturbance depending

on initial circulation and primary vortex core radius. The

experiments provide a scaling factor A = Uhel
* /Uring

* of 1.32.

These results suggest that a fair approximation of the prop-

agation speed of the helical disturbance may be achieved

employing a correction factor of about 1.4.

7 Effects of several obstacles

Considering more than one obstacle leads to the question

how the previously discussed disturbances interact.

Assuming sufficiently large separations of the obstacles,

we have no interaction of the omega-loops at the early

stage of the flow, but during the propagation along the

primary vortices. Note two main differences between

simulation and experiment. While in our setting simula-

tions with streamwise periodic boundary conditions cannot

avoid the influence of neighboring obstacles, we have to

put several obstacles in the experiments on purpose.

Second, in our simulations we assume fully rolled-up

vortices approaching both obstacles at the same time.

Consequently, we have a symmetric situation, where the

collision of the propagating disturbances occurs exactly in

the center between two obstacles. In the experiments the

second obstacle will influence the wake vortex with an

offset in time due to the towing speed, whereas in real

approaches the flight speed is partly compensated by the

aircraft descent. As a consequence, the point of collision of

the disturbances is shifted axially. Hence, we have a

symmetric situation in simulations and an asymmetric one

in experiments and reality.

The collision of the propagating disturbances can be seen

in the snapshots at t* * 0.8 taken from the towing tank

experiments with two obstacles, see Fig. 16 (left). As men-

tioned, we still use our above described simulations with

periodic boundaries. For visualization in Fig. 16 (right) we

just cut one half of the domain and connect it from the other

side to the other half. We observe approaching disturbances,

coming apparently from two obstacles and an accumulation

of fluid, marked by a tracer, initialized in the vortex core, in

both experiment and simulation. Eventually, the

Table 2 Parameters of secondary vortex helix evaluated from LES

t* x* Uhel
* C�hel Rhel

* ahel
* Uring

* Uhel
* /Uring

*

0.30 0.32 2.8 0.12 0.082 0.02 2.2 1.27

0.38 0.62 3.9 0.16 0.104 0.02 2.6 1.5

0.46 0.90 3.7 0.23 0.123 0.02 3.3 1.12

0.53 1.34 5.9 0.24 0.081 0.02 4.7 1.26

0.61 1.79 5.9 0.21 0.087 0.02 4.0 1.48

0.68 2.28 6.4 0.18 0.079 0.02 3.5 1.83

0.76 2.81 7.0 0.20 0.064 0.02 4.6 1.52

0.84 3.21 5.3 0.19 0.080 0.02 3.6 1.47
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disturbances collide and the vortex bursts. The good quali-

tative agreement between experiment and simulation pro-

vides confidence in the two methods and the interpretation

that the tracer is actually transported and accumulated at the

head of the propagating disturbances. Similar effects are

discussed thoroughly in Ref. [32].

Figure 17 shows the development of the core radius for

different configurations in the experiment (left) and the

LES (right). We clearly see core radius maxima, caused by

the disturbance passing the measuring plane in the exper-

iment. First after the passage of the disturbance propagat-

ing in towing direction at t* = 1.5 and then after the

passage of the disturbance against towing direction at

t* = 3. After the passage of the second disturbance at

t* C 3 the core radius increases from rc
* = 0.07 at t* = 0.5

to rc
* = 0.25 at t* = 3.3. Once more the circulation reduces

significantly, see Fig. 18. After the passage of the distur-

bances the core radius shrinks again. On the other hand, we

see in simulations a growing core radius at the front of the

helical vortex train, which is further increased again by a

factor of four, where the disturbances collide. This is

consistent with the bursting ink traces in the snapshots in

Fig. 16. Maximum core radii occur where the disturbances

collide, see Fig. 16.

8 Conclusion

We present a method to accelerate aircraft wake vortex

decay in ground proximity using suitable obstacles at the

ground. In the present work we investigate the influence of

a block-shaped obstacle with a squared cross section on a

pair of wake vortices generated above the obstacle. We

perform experiments in a water towing tank, as well as

wall-resolved large eddy simulations to analyze the flow

field and quantify the decay. Wake vortex general behav-

ior, decay, and rebound height are compared in the case of

a flat ground as well as an obstacle at the ground.

In a water towing tank, a generic aircraft wing model is

towed over flat ground as well as obstacles. A vortex core

visualization using black ink is employed to get both a first

qualitative overview and a global quantitative character-

ization. Velocity vector fields are recorded by stereo PIV

for quantitative analysis. A vortex tracking evaluation is

performed allowing the determination of the vortex core

trajectories in selected cross planes, as well as vortex

parameters like circulation strength and core radius. In

order to create comparability with the experiments, a pas-

sive tracer, distributed in the vortex core, was used in LES.

In the case of a flat ground we model the turbulent strut

wake as the most important source of turbulence.

Both experiment and LES show that the well-known

wake vortex flow in ground proximity is significantly dis-

turbed by the obstacles. The disturbance first appears above

the obstacle and then propagates axially along the wake

vortices visualized by an accumulation of the tracer. This

end effect phenomenon arises from propagating helical

vortex structures that develop from the rolled-up secondary

vortices at the obstacle. The quantitative analysis of the

flow field, measured with time-resolved PIV, reveals that

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 16 Effect of two obstacles.

Vortex core visualization in

towing tank with ink (a), (c) and

(e), obstacles left and right,

dashed line PIV measurement

plane, distribution of passive

tracer in LES (b), (d) and (d)
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the circulation is reduced significantly by obstacles in

qualitative agreement with LES. At early times the decay

process could be reproduced consistently, whereas at later

times the circulation in the LES is too high with flat ground

and directly above the obstacle, and too low at a larger

distance, originating in a lack of turbulence and boundary

effects, respectively. Also the vortex core trajectories

depending on the distance to the obstacle first agree well,

while for later times deviations are observed, depending on

the distance to the obstacle. Reasons for the deviations in

rebound height at the obstacle are the strong variability of

the disturbed vortex in the experiments above the obstacle,

a lack of turbulence in the LES, and possibly an insufficient

resolution of secondary vortices. We believe that the

observed vortex disturbance will also occur for realistic

Reynolds numbers. The simulations indicate that flight

safety could be improved and/or ICAO separations of air-

craft might be reduced if the presented method for the

enhancement of wake vortex decay would be applied and

an appropriate wake vortex advisory system would be

installed.

We investigate the propagation speed of the disturbance

in the experiment as well as in the simulations and propose

a propagation speed formula based on a thin vortex ring.

The scalability of this simple model appears reasonable.

Future flight experiments will have to confirm this

approach. Colliding disturbances generated by two obsta-

cles lead to vortex bursting and additionally support the

decay process. In summary, the introduction of obstacles at

the ground supports the selective generation of secondary

vortices and smart utilization of vortex properties to gen-

erate fast approaching and rapid spreading of disturbances

along the primary vortex leading to premature vortex decay

in ground proximity. The installation of suitable obstacles

in the area in front of the runway ends may improve safety

by reducing the number of wake encounters and increase

the efficiency of wake vortex advisory systems. A respec-

tive patent has been filed under number DE 10 2011 010

147. In the meanwhile, flight experiments have been con-

ducted at Oberpfaffenhofen airport (Germany) that confirm

that obstacles actually accelerate wake vortex decay in

ground proximity.
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